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ABSTRACT

All available charge state measurements for heavy ions in dilute gases

and carbon foils at equilibrium or near-equilibrium conditions have been

analyzed to improve semi-empirical formulas for the distribution parameters.

Each experimental distribution was fit to an asymmetric function

F = Fm • exp {-0.5 t
2/(l + £t)}, where t = (q - qo)/p and qQ is the maximum

intensity charge value. Subsequent fits of the resultant distribution para-

meters q0, p, and e to empirical functions of projectile charge and velocity

yielded rms deviations of ebout 0.5 for qQ, 4% for qQ/Z, 5-7% for p, and

0.03 for e/p. The asymmetric distribution gives substantial improvement

over previous expressions for prediction of small F values for heavy ions

in dilute gases.
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Accurate predictions of charge state distributions for heavy ions in

gaseous and solid media are particularly of interest for the design of new

accelerators and for estimation of output beam intensities. Five years ago

a comprehensive review of charge-changing processes for heavy ions in gases
2 3and solids and two extensive compilations ' of equilibrium charge state

distribution measurements appeared. In the review by Betz several semi-

empirical formulas for the mean charge, q~, and width, d, of the distribution

were discussed. In the past five years several new experimental results

for highly stripped ions have, been reported, but there has been relatively

l i t t l e development of new empirical representations of the data. We have

utilized recent experimental measurements and data from previous compila-
2 3tions ' to obtain improved semi-empirical formulas for the distribution

parameters.

Inspection of the data reveals differences of 0.5-1.0 unit in the values

of mean charge reported by different experimenters for identical projectile

energies and target materials. These variations may be attributed to effects

such as the angular acceptance of the apparatus, insufficient target thick-

ness for equilibrium, and the "density effect" in gases. Such ambiguities

make i t difficult to develop completely general formulas and consequently

only the two most commonly used types of stripping media, carbon foils and

dilute light gases, will be considered here.

Each experimental charge state distribution was f i t to an asymmetric

function F = Fffl • exp{- 0.5t /(I + e t )} , where t = (q - qQ)/p and q is the

maximum intensity charge value. Values of F < 0.1% were excluded from the

f i t s . When the asymmetry parameter £ •*- 0, the distribution function reduces

to the usual Gaussian of width p, qQ -> q", p -> d, and Ffflp -



The moments Tp = / dt t
n F // dt F may be evaluated numerically with inte-

gration limits chosen so that et > -1. Then q~ = qQ + p T^; (d/p) = T 2 - T-j ;

and (d/p)3 s = T 3 - 3T2T] + 21^
3, where d and s are parameters defined by

Betz.1

* ' ' 3
Fits with asymmetric and Gaussian distributions to experimental F values

for 15 MeV 1 2 7I ions in dilute Ar gas are presented in Fig. 1. Clearly the

inclusion of the e parameter produces a significantly better fit, although

small Fn values at high q are still underestimated somewhat. In Fig. 2, Fq 4

values for 58 experimental distributions for heavy ions (Z >. 16) in dilute

gases are compared with the asymmetric fit values by plotting (Fq/F,,,)

vs. t. The curve represents the asymmetric distribution function. The

agreement between experimental and fit values is quite satisfactory. An

additional parameter to improve the fits at high q is felt to be unwar-

ranted because the high q intensities can be very sensitive to shell

effects and to experimental conditions such as the angular acceptance of

the apparatus and the target thickness.

The distribution parameters qo, p and e were fit to semi-empirical

functions of projectile charge, Z, and velocity, 3 c The results of the

fits for qo/Z, p and e/p are presented in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Each figure contains a set of data for carbon strippers, a set for dilute

gaseous strippers, curves corresponding to the least squares fits to the

two data groups, and the appropriate semi--empirical expressions. In each

figure the upper abscissa should be used for carbon and the lower abscissa

for dilute gases.

Our qQ/Z expression differs from that used by Betz et at. for gases in

that the exponent of 3 is a free parameter rather than unity. A Nikolaev-

Dmitriev q formula with a 3 term gave statistically similar fits in
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certain cases, but our relation fit the shage of the qQ/Z vs. Z
a3 curve

better over a wide range of qo/Z. However, neither previous formulas nor

the present formula represent the data adequately at both low and high

ionization. For. the fits shown in Fig. 3, therefore, the range of experi-

mental ionizations was restricted to 0.07 < qjl for gases and to 0.15

< qo/Z < 0.95 for carbon. These ranges cover most cases of practical

interest. The rms deviations in q were 0.4 for gases and 0.5 for carbon,

and the rms deviations in qQ/Z were 4.0% for gases and 3.3% for carbon.

5
With the assumption of a Gaussian distribution Nikolaev and Dmitriev used

o 2 •

the Bohr criterion and found d ^ dq/d In 3. If we assume p ^ dq /d In 3s

then p 2 * la g6 (l-qo/Z).j We chose the slightly different expression

P2 ^ Za{(qo/Z)(l-qo/Z)}
Y for the fits shown in Fig. 4. The data are rather

well represented by this expression; the rms deviations in p are 4.5% for

gases and 6.7% for carbon. In Fig. 6 predictions from the present formula

(solid curves) and the simple expression d = 0.27 JT (dashed lines) pro-
32posed by Betz et at, are compared with experimental p values for S,

79 127Br, and I ions in dilute gases. It can be seen that inclusion of

energy dependence via q /Z in the p formula yields predictions much more

consistent with the data than those given by the simpler formula.

Jn Fig. 5 the e/p data are compared with fits to the formula e/p =

A + BZ + C3. Although there is considerable scatter in the data, the much

larger asymmetry for gases is clearly evident. The rms deviation in e/p

is only 0.03. As expected,the parameter e is negative at high 3 and

positive at low 3.

Predicted intensities, especially those for high q, are a principal

concern of the potential accelerator user. These high q intensities may

be extremely sensitive to the functional form of the empirical distribution.



Examples are presented in Fig. 7, where experimental intensities for
79charges 10, 13, and 16 are plotted as a function of energy for Br ions

in N,, Op, and Ar. The solid curves were obtained with our asymmetric

distribution, and the dashed curves with the q" and d formulas of Betz
4 2 2

et al. for the'Gaussian distribution F_ ^ exp{-.5(q-q) /d }. It should

be noted that Betz et al. obtained a different set of parameters for

their q /Z formula for each combination of projectile and target whereas

our single set of parameters is based on fits to all data for ions with

Z >. .16 in dilute N2, 02> air, and Ar.

For the cases shown in Fig. 7 both predictions agree reasonably well

with each other and with the data near the peak intensity. However, small

F values are underestimated substantially by the Gaussian assumption

while the asymmetric predictions are generally consistent with experiment.

Similar results were obtained for other projectiles.

Consideration of recent experimental data, use of an asymmetric distri-

bution function, and inclusion of additional velocity dependence have led

to semi-empirical formulas that give more accurate predictions of equili-
4 5

brium charge state distributions than previous expressions. ' Substan-

tially better agreement with experiment was obtained for small F values

for heavy ions in dilute gases. Extreme caution should be used, however,

in predictions for the heaviest, highly stripped ions where the data is

scarce, and in extrapolation outside the indicated ranges of qo/Z.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1.. Plot of charge state intensities in % vs. q for 15 MeV "-'I in Ar.

The solid line is a least squares fit to the experimental values

(Ref. 3) with Fm = 23.3, qQ = 5.07, p = 1.67S e = 0.31, and t = (q-qj/p.

The dashed line corresponds to e = 0, i.e. a pure Gaussian.

2. Plot of the values (Fq/Fm) * vs. t for 58 experimental distributions

for heavy ions (Z>15) in dilute gas strippers. The curve corresponds to

the asymmetric distribution F /Fm = exp{-.5t2 /( l+et)}.

3. Plot of q /Z vs. reduced velocity functions for heavy ions (Z>16) in

carbon (upper abscissa) and dilute gas (lov/er abscissa) strippers.

The curves represent least squares f i t s using the formula

qo/Z = 1 - k.exp{-AZVh

4. Plct of p vs. functions of the form AZa{(qo/Z)(l-qo/Z)}Y for carbon

(upper abscissa) and dilute gas (lower abscissa) strippers. The
x

curves represent least squares fits.

5. Plot of e/p vs. functions of the form A + B-Z + C-g for carbon

(upper abscissa) and dilute gas (lower abscissa) strippers. The

curves represent least squares fits.
32 79

6. Plot of p vs. energy for S ions (squares), Br ions (circles), and
127

I ions (triangles) in dilute gases. The dashed curves correspond
to p = 0.27 JZ, and the solid curves to p = 0.35 Z* {(qo/Z)0-qo/Z)}'

27.
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7. Charge state intensities vs. energy for Br in N2, 02, and Ar. The

squares, circles, and triangles correspond to q = 10, 13, and 16,

respectively. The solid and dashed curves are predictions with

asymmetric and Gaussian distributions, respectively.
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